Hammer Slammer ‘ Rules’
1. There is a SMALL prize every time. A good pitch is “Two Bucks, Two Hits, A Prize Every
Time!”
2. There are YOUTH (age 12 and under), LADIES and MENS divisions. There are separate
bells for each division.
3. The participant pays $2 for the opportunity to swing the hammer twice.
4. The participant gets a SMALL prize for simply trying the game.
5. IF the participant RINGS the BELL TWO CONSECUTIVE times then they are eligible for
another OFFER.
6. After paying $2 AND ringing the bell two consecutive times, make them this offer….
“For $5 you get the opportunity to swing the hammer ten more times. IF you ring the
bell TEN CONSECUTIVE times you will get one of these BIG prizes AND qualify for the
SLAM OFF on Monday night at 8:00pm. The winner of the SLAM OFF gets their name on
this big trophy AND gets this KEEPER TROPHY. Not to mention that you get bragging
rights for the next year…..AND your name will go on our website to PROVE your
strength!!
7. Be sure to record the names of anyone who qualifies for the SLAM OFF. Please record
both first and last name. Please check the spelling as this is the information that will be
used for posting the names on the web and engraving the trophy.
8. If you have any questions or concerns contact Ruth (519-270-7181)
Slam Off
1. Participants must register…their name must be on the Slam Off Qualifiers list.
2. If someone has not qualified and simply wants to participate in the Slam Off the cost is
$10

Booth Captain:
In June/July:
1. Order keeper trophies from Ram Trophies (519-534-0000)
2. Order prizes from Giggles Arcade (Sauble). Dale Robinson is the contact.
You will need approx. 500 small prizes (~25 cents) and 75 large (~$2.00)

In August:
1. After fair get names engraved on the large trophy and return it to the storage shed.
2. Update inventory for next year

Inventory August 2017…in storage shed…
Small ~ almost completely depleted
Large ~ 25 -30 stuffed animals
Still some inflatables, which are popular, but need to be blown up
When ordering, usually partner with the fish pond, particularly on small prizes

